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Playpad Circus – Phantasma EP
Berlin‘s producer wonderkid and Finest Ego Beat Championship winner Playpad
Circus is ﬁnally ready to drop his debut solo EP „Phantasma“ on Equinox Records
– an experimental, but yet utterly banging adventure in electronic music!

Limited 10" Vinyl
Artist: Playpad Circus
Title: Phantasma EP
Label: Equinox Records
Cat.Nr.: eqx-045 / eqx-045dgtl
Format: 10" / Digital
Release Date: December 14th, 2012

While the wonky-ish „Trailer‘s Drop“ works more like an introduction to the whole
EP, „Sculpting Supernova“ is where „Phantasma“ really starts to get loose. Exteme
edits are combined with a ﬂipped vocal by Noah23 over an impeccable drumbeat
with a slight dirty south ﬂavour. A new level is reached with the next track: „Maria
Parhuzam“ - a pushing, straight techno style beat, which underpins multiple layers
of sounds and melodies. This track will leave nobody untouched. Finally, „Drink And
Fuck“, a song that can only be found on the digital version of the EP as it was just recently released on a 10inch split vinyl from our friends at Luana Records, represents
anger and energy with a kind of punk approach to it.
With „Phantasma“ Playpad Circus enters the beatmaker scene with a completely
inimitable style. Through the additional support from the colleagues at Project: Mooncircle and Finest Ego the EP should be another big step forward in Playpad Circus‘
uprising career. The vinyl edition is released in early december as a limited 10inch
and, as usual, includes a download card for all tracks.

Tracklist
Digital:
(01) Trailer’s Drop
(02) Sculpting Supernova
(03) Maria Parhuzam
(04) Drink And Fuck
(05) Wide Awake

Vinyl:
A|
(01) Trailer’s Drop
(02) Sculpting Supernova
B|
(03) Maria Parhuzam
(04) Wide Awake
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